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ABSTRACT
We report the discovery of a large, dynamically cold, coeval stellar stream that is currently traversing the immediate solar neighbor-
hood at a distance of only 100 pc. The structure was identified in a wavelet decomposition of the 3D velocity space of all stars within
300 pc to the Sun. Its members form a highly elongated structure with a length of at least 400 pc, while its vertical extent measures
only about 50 pc. Stars in the stream are not isotropically distributed but instead form two parallel lanes with individual local overden-
sities, that may correspond to a remnant core of a tidally disrupted cluster or OB association. Its members follow a very well-defined
main sequence in the observational Hertzsprung-Russel diagram and also show a remarkably low 3D velocity dispersion of only
1.3 km s−1. These findings strongly suggest a common origin as a single coeval stellar population. An extrapolation of the present-day
mass function indicates a total mass of at least 2000 M, making it larger than most currently known clusters or associations in the
solar neighborhood. We estimated the stream’s age to be around 1 Gyr based on a comparison with a set of isochrones and giant stars
in our member selection and find a mean metallicity of [Fe/H] = −0.04. This structure may very well represent the Galactic disk
counterpart to the prominent stellar streams observed in the Milky Way halo. As such, it constitutes a new valuable probe to constrain
the Galaxy’s mass distribution.
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1. Introduction
The dynamic evolution of stellar systems is largely governed by
the gravitational potential of their host galaxies. Given enough
time, star clusters generally seem to be shaped into dynamically
cold, distinctly elongated structures (e.g. Grillmair et al. 1995;
Odenkirchen et al. 2001; Grillmair & Dionatos 2006). So far,
extended stellar streams have only been observed for tidally dis-
rupting clusters that are associated with the Milky Way halo (e.g.
Malhan et al. 2018). Since their discovery, these systems have
proven to be one of the most promising probes for constrain-
ing the mass distribution of the Galaxy on both small and large
scales, including its dark matter component (e.g. Bovy 2016;
Ibata et al. 2016; Price-Whelan & Bonaca 2018).
This paper series is dedicated to studying such morpho-
logical characteristics of dynamically evolved stellar system in
the immediate solar neighborhood. As their halo counterparts,
Galactic disk streams could be used as additional tools for mea-
suring the Milky Way mass distribution and could bring unique
insight into the formation of the Galactic field through disso-
lution of clusters and associations. In the previously published
letter (Meingast & Alves 2018, hereinafter Paper I), we demon-
strated that the nearest open cluster, the Hyades, show well-
developed tidal tails, largely in agreement to theoretical predic-
tions (see also Röser et al. 2018). In this manuscript, we ex-
tend our investigation beyond currently known clusters in the
solar neighborhood. Specifically, we identified and characterized
a large, coeval stellar stream that is tied to the Galactic disk and
is located at a distance of only 100 pc to the Sun.
2. Data
As in Paper I, we used the 6D position-velocity information
provided with the second Gaia data release (Gaia DR2; Gaia
Collaboration et al. 2016, 2018). Distances were obtained via
the catalog published by Bailer-Jones et al. (2018). For this let-
ter, however, we constructed different subsets from the initial
DR2 database when compared to the previously published pa-
per in this series. Specifically, we increased the distance limit to
d ≤ 300 pc, and at the same time relaxed our error criteria on
data quality to σ$/$ < 0.5, σµα,δ/µα,δ < 0.5, σrv/rv < 0.5, and
σGBP,RP/GBP,RP < 0.5. All other criteria and definitions (e.g. the
coordinate system used) remained the same as in Paper I.
Testing a series of different quality criteria showed that our
results did not change significantly even without any restric-
tions on measurement errors. This insensitivity to errors is most
likely caused by the subsequently applied clustering algorithm
(see Sect. 3) which requires a connection between sources in the
6D position-velocity space. Nevertheless, we chose to retain the
error quality criteria, motivated by our preference to publish a re-
liable final sample. With the above-listed filtering setup, we find
a total number of 749 611 sources in the Gaia database.
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Fig. 1. Wavelet component, tracing scales on the order of 1.5 km s−1 in 3D velocity space. The panels show the distribution from different sides
where the greyscale colormap is proportional to number density and shows the maximum value along the viewing direction. The blue diamond
marks the velocity of the stream discussed in this letter.
3. Stream identification
We started with the assumption that dynamically cold stellar
populations can be identified as overdensities in velocity space.
Following Paper I, we used a cylindrical coordinate system
(r, φ, z) with its origin at the Galactic center (the corresponding
velocities are vr, vφ, vz). To obtain density information in veloc-
ity space, we initially constructed a 3D histogram of the cylindri-
cal velocity components. Here, we limited the histogram size to
vr, vz ∈ [−48, 48] km s−1 and vφ ∈ [172, 268] km s−1 and chose a
bin-size of 0.375 km s−1. These specific limits were motivated by
a restriction in the subsequently applied wavelet decomposition
with the PyWavelets Python package (Lee et al. 2018), which
requires the initial array (the histogram) to have an edge length
drawn from the set {2x ∀ x ∈ N} for optimal performance. Briefly
explained, the wavelet decomposition constructs a series of com-
ponents, each representing different scales (in our case density in
velocity space). In Fig. 1 we show the component tracing scales
on the order of 1.5 km s−1, which is a typical value for the ve-
locity dispersion of young associations and moving groups (e.g.,
Preibisch & Mamajek 2008; Riedel et al. 2017, and references
therein). In this figure, the three panels are views of the 3D array
from different sides, where the displayed grayscale map repre-
sents the maximum array value along the view direction.
Figure 1 reveals a complex structure in velocity space with
many individual overdensities for which we performed an ex-
traction of significant peaks by applying a 5-σ threshold above
the mean level of the array. Most of the peaks obtained in this
way could be associated to already known clusters, associations,
or moving groups. However, we identified a very prominent, pre-
viously unknown structure at vr = 1.7 km s−1, vφ = 227.7 km s−1,
vz = −11.4 km s−1 (marked in Fig. 1 with a blue diamond sym-
bol) which is the main subject of this letter. In light of the com-
plexity and information density in velocity space, a full extrac-
tion and analysis of significant overdensities will be published in
the near future as part of this paper series.
Based on the methods used in Paper I, we first extracted all
sources from our Gaia database within a 5 km s−1 radius around
the identified velocity peak, leaving 2160 sources. We then con-
tinued to search for relations between individual stars in the 6D
parameter space spanned by r, φ, z, vr, vφ, vz. As the velocities
and spatial coordinates probe different value ranges, we first pre-
processed the data space so that each parameter featured a mean
of 0 and unit variance. Within this scaled parameter space, we
then searched for clusters with the popular clustering algorithm
DBSCAN (Ester et al. 1996). We performed a series of itera-
tions with variable setups for the clustering algorithm, where the
quality of the extraction was judged by investigating the result-
ing observational Hertzsprung-Russel diagrams (HRD), as well
as the spatial source distribution. Almost all setups returned a
single very prominent group for which our final DBSCAN setup
for the scaled parameters (minPts = 50,  = 0.75) was chosen
as a compromise between the number of extracted sources (440)
and a relatively clean HRD. Where applicable, sources belong-
ing to this subset are displayed as small blue dots in the figures
in this manuscript.
Inspired by the selection criteria in Paper I, we subsequently
applied a spatial density threshold. Also here, we tested several
setups and decided for a final criterion that selected only sources
with at least 7 neighbors within a radius of 30 pc. This criterion
reduced the final sample to 258 sources. Their distribution on
the HRD revealed two sources well below the main sequence for
which also typical Gaia quality control parameters did not show
suspicious values. We removed these two sources manually, re-
sulting in a final selection of 256 sources1. Figure 2 displays the
source positions for this final selection in both Galactic Carte-
sian coordinates and Galactocentric cylindrical coordinates. Fig-
ure A.2 shows the distribution on sky for Equatorial and Galactic
coordinates where we find an extent of 120◦.
As suggested by the referee, we estimated the contamina-
tion fraction of our selection by extracting sources in a sym-
metric phase-space region on the opposite side of the Galac-
tic plane. First, we obtained all Gaia sources (same error cuts)
within a 4 km s−1 radius (3-σ of the structure’s velocity disper-
sion; Sect. 4.1) around the stream’s velocity coordinates with
inverted vertical velocity (i.e. vz = 11.4 km s−1). Then, we ex-
tracted all sources in this subset that fall into a mirrored volume
with respect to the Galactic plane. Specifically, we achieved this
by projecting each stream source on the other side of the Galactic
plane and only retaining sources in the new selection that have a
mirrored stream neighbor within 13 pc. This value was chosen,
because the maximum nearest neighbor distance for our stream
sources is 26 pc. In this way, we obtained a selection for which
the orbit energies and the z-components of the angular momenta
would be similar to the sources in the stream. Without any further
1 A subset of this selection, along with computed velocities, is listed
in Table A.1, while the full catalog is available online via CDS.
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Fig. 2. Positions of our final stream member selection in Galactic Cartesian (top, centered on the Sun) and Galactocentric cylindrical (bottom)
coordinates. In the Cartesian frame X is positive toward the Galactic center, Y is positive in the direction of Galactic rotation, and Z points to
the Galactic north pole. In the bottom row, the Sun’s position is indicated with the black circular symbol. The small blue dots correspond to all
sources that were identified in our 6D clustering application, while the filled circles are sources in our final stream selection. The colorscale of the
filled circles is proportional to source density, with darker shades referring to higher densities. The arrows in the bottom row visualize the velocity
vector. The sources depict a strikingly flat spatial arrangement with an extent of at least 400 pc along its major axis.
restrictions to spatial density or subsequent DBSCAN clustering,
this set contained only four sources, indicating a contamination
level of a few percent.
The selected sources form a striking, highly elongated,
stream-like structure that currently traverses the solar vicinity
only about ∼100 pc below the Sun’s current position toward the
Galactic south pole (∼75 pc below the Galactic midplane). In an-
ticipation of the following analysis, Fig. 3 also reveals a remark-
ably well-defined main sequence, strongly suggesting a coeval
stellar population. We repeated the 2D KS test on the HRD used
in Paper I and found a p-value of 5 × 10−4, confirming its coeval
nature.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Structure and kinematics
The stream extends for a length of about 400 pc with a verti-
cal size of only about 50 pc. We additionally measured an axial
ratio of 8.4:2.7:1.0 by means of the XYZ covariance. We note
here that due to the sensitivity limit of Gaia’s spectrometer, the
structure most likely contains sources beyond the current dis-
tance limitations and therefore is potentially much larger. Also,
similar to the Hyades cluster analyzed in Paper I, the structure is
elongated with respect to its direction of movement (lower right
panel of Fig. 2). In terms of the stream’s kinematics, we measure
an astonishingly low 3D velocity dispersion of only 1.3 km s−1
across the entire structure. While its current vertical velocity of
−11.4 km s−1 clearly shows that it is still moving away from the
Galactic plane, the velocity is not high enough for the stream to
escape into the Milky Way halo.
The general structure, kinematics, and the coeval nature are
distinct characteristics that can also be attributed to tidally dis-
rupted clusters observed in the Milky Way halo (Malhan et al.
2018). These findings therefore suggest that the observed stream
is in fact either a fully disrupted cluster or association, or a sys-
tem that is still continuing to be disrupted.
Inspecting the source distribution in Fig. 2 more closely re-
veals additional interesting attributes. First, the source density
along the structure is not isotropic. To highlight the differences,
we color-coded each source in this figure by its density (darker
shades of blue refer to higher density). Moreover, Fig. A.1 in the
Appendix shows kernel-density maps constructed with a 20 pc
wide parabolic (Epanechnikov) kernel on an 8-fold oversampled
grid for better visualization. Intriguingly, the source distribution
shows individual clumps in density. We tested whether this dis-
tinct arrangement could be an artifact caused by the inhomoge-
neous sky coverage of Gaia DR2, but the overdensities did not
show an obvious correlation with Gaia coverage maps. We de-
termined the 3D positions of the overdensities by calculating a
weighted mean of the source positions in a 20 pc radius around
a manually selected center. The results are marked with arrows
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Fig. 3. Observational HRD for stream members, constructed with pho-
tometry from Gaia DR2. The filled circles and small dots are the same
as in Fig 2. The gray dots in the background are all sources with radial
velocity measurements within 300 pc. The dashed lines show a set of
isochrones with their age labeled in the bottom left corner.
in Fig. A.1 and are listed in Table A.2, where the labels are or-
dered by peak density (label 1 is the highest density). There are
no obvious matches between already known moving groups or
clusters and the given coordinates. We speculate that these over-
densities could correspond to remnants of stellar clusters that are
currently in their last phases of disruption.
Secondly, Figs. 2 and A.1 seem to split the structure into two
parallel streams. This particular attribute is reminiscent of the
spur feature observed for the prominent globular cluster stream
GD-1 (Price-Whelan & Bonaca 2018; Bonaca et al. 2018). A
split by hand revealed that the most significant difference be-
tween the two subsamples can be found in their vφ velocity com-
ponent, where the sub-stream closer to the Galactic center cur-
rently moves on average faster by 1 km s−1.
4.2. Age
Figure 3 shows the observational HRD along with a set of
PARSEC isochrones (Bressan et al. 2012) for solar metallicity.
While no clear main sequence turnoff is apparent, a single source
in our main selection is located close to the red clump. That
source is 42 Ceti, a multiple star where one component is clas-
sified as a G8IV subgiant (Houk & Swift 1999). There are two
more sources located near the red clump that were removed by
the spatial density filter: HD 57727 (57 Gem) and HD 203382.
Both of these are G8III giants (Harlan 1969). Assuming these
are part of the stream, a comparison of the isochrones and the
three giant stars suggests and age of around 1 Gyr.
Another argument in favor of such an advanced age can be
made by a comparison to the Hyades. The Hyades’ age is es-
timated to be about 600 Myr (Perryman et al. 1998), possibly
10 1 100 101
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Fig. 4. Present-day mass function for all selected stream members.
While the dark blue histogram shows our selected members, the pale
blue histogram incorporates a coarse completeness correction. On top,
we show a series of initial mass functions with their total cluster masses
labeled in the top right corner.
even 800 Myr (Brandt & Huang 2015). According to Ernst et al.
(2011), the initial mass of the Hyades was about 1700 M. In
Sect. 4.3 we argue that the structure must have had an initial
mass above 2000 M, thus exceeding the initial mass for the
Hyades. However, in contrast to the newly discovered stream,
the Hyades still have a pronounced core. Assuming the evolu-
tion of the two groups is comparable (e.g. no fatal encounters
with giant molecular clouds), the new stream must therefore be
dynamically older.
4.3. Total mass and metallicity
A direct mass estimate for the entire structure is aggravated by
several biases in the source selection. Most notably, Gaia deliv-
ers radial velocities (which are a prerequisite for our selection)
only for a certain range of spectral types. Also, as the structure
spans several hundred pc across 120◦ on sky, sensitivity limita-
tions are also a function of position. Moreover, mass segregation
along the stream and stellar evolution can influence the observed
population. The following mass estimate is based on extrapo-
lated initial mass functions (IMF) and should be considered a
lower limit for the stream’s total mass.
Figure 4 shows the mass distribution for all sources in our
selection for which individual masses were estimated by inter-
polating a 1 Gyr PARSEC isochrone with solar metallicity (dark
blue histogram). Also shown are IMFs (from Kroupa 2001) for
1000 M, 2000 M, and 3000 M clusters. As our selection is
affected by incompleteness, we applied a correction assuming
a similar bias as found in Paper I. There, about 70% of the
Hyades members are missing in the Gaia selection within the
observed mass range. We added these missing sources to our
selection based on the given IMF probability distribution. The
resulting histogram is displayed in pale blue. The completeness-
corrected mass distribution shows a reasonably good match
with a 2000 M IMF. For comparison, the nearest massive star-
forming site to the Sun, the Orion Nebula Cluster, is estimated
to hold about 1000 M (Da Rio et al. 2012). Thus, the event that
produced this structure may have been similar to the most mas-
sive clusters we currently observe in the Galaxy.
In terms of stellar mass, the newly discovered structure is
similar to the recently found Phlegethon stream (Ibata et al.
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2018). However, Phlegethon, presumably a 10 Gyr old rem-
nant of a disrupted globular cluster, is characterized by very
low metallicity of [Fe/H] ≈ −1.5. In contrast, a cross-match
(1 arcsec radius) of our sources with LAMOST DR4 (Cui et al.
2012) yields 27 matches with a mean metallicity of [Fe/H] =
−0.04± 0.15. The evident dissimilarities with respect to age and
metallicity clearly point to an entirely different origin of the two
systems.
5. Summary and conclusions
Using kinematic information provided with Gaia DR2, we iden-
tified a remarkably large and dynamically cold stream of stars in
the immediate solar vicinity. It extends for at least 400 pc along
its major axis while being vertically much more confined. The
stream is currently located about 75 pc below the Galactic mid-
plane, where it still continues to move away from the Galactic
plane (Fig. 2). Its vertical velocity, however, is not high enough
for the stream to escape into the halo. Furthermore, it is highly
elongated along its direction of movement and shows an excep-
tionally low 3D velocity dispersion of only 1.3 km s−1 across the
entire structure. Moreover, the member stars form a very clear
main sequence in the HRD, strongly suggesting a coeval nature
(Fig. 3). Based on a set of isochrones and a comparison to the
Hyades, we find an age of about 1 Gyr. We estimate its mini-
mum total mass to be around 2000 M, making it substantially
larger than most other nearby evolved moving groups or clus-
ters (Fig. 4). Furthermore, we determine a mean metallicity of
[Fe/H] = −0.04 ± 0.15 via cross-matching to the LAMOST sur-
vey.
All presented evidence taken together strongly suggests that
this newly discovered stream is a direct counterpart to stellar
streams observed in the Milky Way halo. It appears that also
clusters and associations bound to the disk are gradually shaped
into thin, dynamically cold stellar streams. Barring fatal encoun-
ters with molecular clouds, these can orbit the Galaxy for sev-
eral hundred Myrs, before eventually dissolving into the Galac-
tic field population. Similar to their halo analogues, such streams
can act as important test cases for the large and small scale mass
distribution of the Galaxy.
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Fig. A.1. Kernel density maps for our stream member selection in Galactic Cartesian coordinates, using a 20 pc Epanechnikov kernel. The stream
clearly shows local overdensities and also appears to be split into two parallel lanes. The labels are referencing the IDs as listed in Table A.2.
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Fig. A.2. Allsky distribution of our member selection. The left-hand side panel displays the sources in Equatorial coordinates (ICRS), the right-
hand side in Galactic coordinates (right). The data points are the same as in Fig.2 which reveal an extent of about 120◦.
Gaia DR2 source_id ra dec r φ z vr vφ vz
(deg) (deg) (pc) (rad) (pc) (km/s) (km/s) (km/s)
7324465427953664 46.30862 6.14818 8403.36 3.13989 -71.72 -1.24 226.96 -12.27
24667616384335872 36.94767 11.24092 8386.11 3.13735 -65.83 -1.95 226.76 -11.25
1776592713522549376 332.25859 18.95330 8265.43 3.12078 -72.26 -2.38 228.35 -12.28
2326464319728427264 356.25468 -31.53067 8276.71 3.14099 -62.18 -3.17 230.49 -11.71
2336552648151249280 0.76617 -24.84388 8286.97 3.14014 -64.31 -2.32 231.54 -14.28
2339984636258635136 359.22381 -23.29018 8287.00 3.13987 -58.11 -1.80 230.02 -10.77
2346216668164370432 13.55613 -22.88550 8305.20 3.14092 -71.94 -2.00 229.27 -12.80
2349094158814399104 11.82496 -22.75224 8302.85 3.14076 -67.00 -1.89 229.20 -9.80
2355466790769878400 13.83938 -21.40102 8306.29 3.14078 -61.97 0.31 229.74 -9.94
2358736291674305408 18.56869 -16.06257 8323.26 3.13998 -94.91 -0.46 227.44 -12.18
Table A.1. Subsample of our selected stream members. The full selection, including additional columns (positions and velocities in the Galactic
Cartesian frame) is available online via CDS.
Appendix A: Supplementary plots and tables
Here we provide additional information that is referenced in the
main text. Figure A.1 shows kernel density maps in Galactic
Cartesian coordinates and Fig. A.2 shows an allsky distribution
of our member selection that is listed in Table A.1. The former
figure reveals an inhomogeneous source distribution, with indi-
vidual labeled overdensities. For these, we list their coordinates
in Table A.2.
ID l b X Y Z d
(deg) (deg) (pc) (pc) (pc) (pc)
1 204.74 -34.51 -122.5 -56.4 -92.7 163.7
2 168.96 -59.09 -59.3 11.6 -100.9 117.6
3 104.69 -59.12 -15.9 60.7 -105.0 122.3
4 63.31 -71.55 14.5 28.8 -96.5 101.7
Table A.2. Coordinates of the overdensities highlighted in Fig. A.1.
The parameters l and b refer to Galactic sky coordinates, while XYZ
denote Galactic Cartesian coordinates centered on the Sun. The distance
is given in the column labeled d.
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